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QUESTION 1

A company wants to extend the product display page to display some proprietary information. For example, the ability to
support up to 20 messages that could be engraved on the item. How can this new information be stored and displayed
with minimal effort? 

A. Save the information in a new XCATENTRY table, create a subnoun in the OOB Catalog Entry noun and then use
DSL to access the new data 

B. Save this information in a new XCATENTRY table and create a new access/data bean to retrieve the data 

C. Save the information in the provided custom fields in CATENTRY (e.g. fieldl, field2, etc ..). map this to the existing
CatalogEntry noun and then use message mapping to call a NVP command to retrieve the data 

D. Save this information in the provided custom fields in CATENTRY (egfieldl, field2, etc ...) and reuse the existing
access/data bean 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An application developer uses the stagingprop utility to propagate staged data and managed files from the production-
ready data to the production server. The value specified for- consolidationSize is "x" in a staged table A. whose total
number of unprocessed records in the STAGLOG table is "z". The developer does NOT set the -scope to _all_. 

Which of the following conditions must be met if A\\'s entire set of unprocessed records in the STAGLOG table is
fetched once? 

A. z x 

C. Filter option must be used 

D. Parameter "n" must be used with the -transaction option 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What restrictions must the applicationdeveloper keep in mind when building the command-based invalidation policies
incachespec.xml? 

A. The only methods that can be used in the method component, are those invoked by the command that returns the
input instance variables 

B. All the cache IDs must match either the dependency IDs or component IDs 

C. All the invalidation IDs must match either the dependency IDs or component IDs 
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D. The request attributes component type must be used 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The default side-by-side integration configuration of IBM WebSphere Commerce and IBM Sterling Order Management
supplies a manual adjustment apply policy, FixedReplacement to the getOrderPrice API. A customer service 

representative can make a single adjustment against an order for each of the three adjustment types: LineAdjustment,
OrderAdjustment. orShipmentAdjustment. 

To support the receipt of more than one order, line, or shipment manual adjustment, the application developer has to
perform a customization. 

Which customization is applicable for a Order Level adjustment in IBM WebSphere Commerce? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5
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Which of the following represents four of the OAGIS verbs used in IBM WebSphere Commerce Business Object
Document (BOD) requests? 

A. Delete 

B. Process 

C. Create 

D. Get 

E. Sync 

F. Update 

G. Change 

Correct Answer: BCEF 

 

 

QUESTION 6

An error similar to the following example is logged: 

What is the issue here? 

A. DynaCache is not enabled 

B. No parent organizations exist in the ORGENTITY table 

C. The member hierarchy of resource owner is invalid 

D. The MBRREL table is empty 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An application developer is asked to develop a Web service to retrieve a list of products by inventory level. 

There is no specific requirements as to the Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) definition for this Web service. 
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Which is the quickest way to accomplish this? 

A. Expose the Inventory module\\'s FindProductsByInventory command as a Web service. 

B. Add an Inventory field to the CATENTRY table, map this to the existing CatalogNavigationNoun, and reuse the Web
services mapping for that noun 

C. Create a new Controller Command that uses existing Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) finders to locate and populate the
results, and then expose this through the Web services layer. 

D. Define a new Extended XPath expression and map this to a SQL in a Query Template File. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

An application has the requirement to grant access to a gift giver for a specified gift registry. Upon successful
completion, the specified URL should be called. If the action is unsuccessful, it should redirect to the error view. Which
of the following URLs should be used to fulfill this requirement? 

A. GiftRegistryAuthentication 

B. GiftRegistryLogin 

C. GiftRegistryManageAuthentication 

D. GiftCenterLogin 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

What restrictions must the application developer keep in mind when building the command- based invalidation policies
in cachespec.xml? 

A. The only methods that can be used in the method component, are those invoked by the command that returns the
input instance variables 

B. All the cache IDs must match either the dependency IDs or component IDs 

C. All the invalidation IDs must match either the dependency IDs or component IDs 

D. The request attributes component type must be used 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

An application developer needs to implement a Business Object Document (BOD) command. Which two exceptions
would the developer handle? 

A. ECApplicationException 

B. ECSystemException 

C. ECCommandException 

D. EClOException 

E. ECUserException 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

To support the "buy one get one free" functionality, when a consumer adds an item to the shopping cart, another
applicable item should be added automatically. The customer has an external service that they intend to use to
determine the applicable item. 

How can this feature be implemented and made available via REST Service in IBM WebSphere Commerce V7 FEP 7,
with minimum customization? 

A. Extend OrderltemAddCmd/OrderCalculateCmd to call the external service. The extension will automatically be
invoked when the CartHandler service is used. 

B. "Buy one get one free" is a supported type of promotion, it can be created and managed using the Promotions tool in
IBM Management Center for WebSphere Commerce. The feature is available in the out of the box CartHandler service. 

C. Implement a ResourceHandler which invokes a custom entity bean. The custom entity bean calls external service
and updates the PX_PROMOTION table. OrderltemAddCmd will automatically process the table and add the free item
accordingly. 

D. Extend the out of the box OrderHandler, which invokes processOrChangeOrder() in OrderHelper: update
ChangeOrderSOIBODMapping.xml configuration with custom implementation of OrderltemAddCmd/OrderCalculateCmd
to call external service and add the free item accordingly. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

An application developer is troubleshooting an issue and wants to determine what APARs are installedon IBM
WebSphere Commerce. How can this information berfound? 

A. Execute versionInfo batch file from the command line 

B. Check database table APARINFO 
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C. Check SITE table records in the database 

D. Check the NI FStack.xml file in the file system 

Correct Answer: C 
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